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An operator approach to some graph enumeration problems i developed together with the 
formal procedures related to the enumeration. Both annihilation m~d creation operators are 
defined for vertices, edges and Euler characteristics of a graph. An application to forest 
enumeration leads to compact e.xpression~ exhibiting the duality between the operator.s.. 
1. Introduction 
An operator approach together with a formal procedure, was introduced previ- 
ously in solving the enumeration problem of all connected spanning subgraphs 
having a fixed cyclomatic number, for a given planar graph [1]. In that case, the 
so-called 'cycle-annihilation' operators are introduced together with a formal 
procedure. In another earlier paper [2], a similar approach was used to solve the 
enumeration problem of forests in any graph (without the planar restriction). 
There, the so-called 'vertex-annihilation " operators were introduced on a real 
vector space of formal sums of subsets of a modified set of vertices (the full vertex 
set less one arbitrary fixed vertex). One of the immediate questions, after the 
successful applications of the cycle and vertex annihilation operators, is whether 
one can define such operators for the edges of a graph and what are the possible 
applications. A further question is whether there also exist 'creation' operators, 
possibly for cycles, vertices or edges. In this article, we show that it is indeed 
possible and in fact useful to define annihilation operators for edges as well as for 
vertices and that creation operators can also be defined for both vertices and 
edges. It is further shown that it is most natural to introduce the so-called Euler 
(creation and annihilation) operators. 
In order to define these operators in the right setting, we construct a real w~ctor 
space of formal sums on the subsets of Cartesian product of the vertex space with 
itself. For computational effectiveness, we introduce here the 'weak' and 'co- 
weak' equalities. As an application, we show that the present formalism when 
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applied to the m-forest enumeration problem leads to very elegm~t expressions 
involving only simple powers of Euler operators; these expressions show explicitly 
the duality between the creatic, n and the annihilation operators, and a host of 
other quantities. 
2. Operaiors on the space of formal smns 
For convenience, the graph G is assumed to be connected and labelled. Ak and 
M are, respectively, the adjacency and Kirchhoff matrices of G. a~j are the m~.trix 
entries of A. M(i) denotes the submatrix obtained from M by deleting the ith row 
and column. Similarly, M(i, j) is obtained from M by deleting the ith row and 
column as well as the jth row and column. In general, M(i, j , . . . )  is similarly 
defined and its determinant will be written M(i, j , . . .) .  Denote by n the total 
number of vertices in G and write 
n=-{l,  2 . . . . .  n}. (1) 
We now define a real vector space W as the formal ~ums ot subsets of the 
Cartesian product n × n with real coefficients. A typical element in W has the form 
rss," (S; S') with ~,e  R. (2) 
S. S '~n 
W will be referred to as s~mply the formal vector space. On this space, some linear 
operators crucial to our formalism are now to be introduced. Fh'st, the ith 
vertex-annihilation operator v~ and ith vertex-creation operator v~, as linear 
operators on W, are defined by 
q: (S;S')~--~(S;S'-{i}) ig i~S' ,  (3) 
(S; S')~--~0 if i~ S' (4) 
and 
v~: (s ;s ' )~(s ;s 'u ( i} )  t~ ies '  (5) 
(S; S')~--~0, if i ~ S', (6) 
where the zeros appearing above are the zero element in the formal vector space 
W. It is clear that the set n is identified with the set of all labelled ve~:tices in G. 
In a similar manner, the ijth edge-annihilation operator ei i and the ijth 
÷ 
edge-creation operator eii are defined as linea~ operators on W by 
and 
e,l: (S ;S )  (S-{z, i};S')  ifi, j~S,  (7) 
(S; S')~--~0 i;! i or j (or both)~ S (8) 
e~: (S; S')~-~(S tail, ]}; S') i:[ i, ]~ S, (9) 
(S; S'),--*0, if i o1" i (or both)~ S. (10) 
It is clear that the edge operators are symmea!ric with respect o their subscripts. 
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The total vertex annihilation and creation operators are defined by 
'o = ~. vi (11) 
i= l  
and 
v*~ ~ vi*, (12) 
i= l  
while the total edge annihilation and creation operators are defined by taking into 
account he adjacency of the vertices in G: 
e-.--=- ~. alje~i, (13) 
i , j=  I 
( i<D 
e*=- ~ a,,e~. (14) 
i , i=  1 
( i< i )  
It is then natural to introduce the operators related directly to the Euler 
characteristics: the Uuler annihilation and creation operators, defined by 
X==-v-e (15) 
and 
X*-=-v~-e *. (16) 
It is trivial to check the following commutation and anti-commutation relations 
among the operators defined above with [A, B]=--A o B -B  o A and [A, B]+~ 
AoB+BoA.  
[vi, vi]=[v~,v~]=O, any i,.i~n. (17) 
[vi, v~]=0 ifi~-j. (!~) 
Ivy, v~]+ = 1. (19) 
- -  "t t __ [e~j, e,~] - [eii, e~] - 0 any i, ], r, s ca.  (20) 
levi, e~,]=0 if all i,], k, h are distinct. (21) 
[e~i, eli+ = 1. (22) 
All the other commutators between vertex and edge operators, like [v~, e[k], etc., 
are zero. 
3. The formal procedure 
The formal procedure is completely characterized by the real-valued linear 
functions ~ and ~* on the formal vector space IV. They are defined as follows: 
~: (S; S'),--,0 if SUS'~n,  (23) 
(S;S'),---~I if Sf3S'=O, SUS'=n,  (24) 
(S;S')~-~M(cSUcS') i fSAS '~O,  SUS'=n (25) 
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and the 'dual' to ~:: 
/j*: (S; S')~-~O if sns '¢o ,  (26) 
(S;S'),---~I if SO~S'=a, sns '=0,  (27) 
(S;S')~--~M(SU~S') if SU~S'~n. sns '=o,  (28) 
where 0 is the empty set and ~S is the complemem of the set S with respect o n. 
For convenicnce we shall say X generates T if T=~(X)  and X co-genertztes T if 
T = £*(X). £ and £* will be referred to as the generating and co-generating maps, 
respectively. 
For computational convenience we introduce the notion of 'weak'  identities, 
written ---, defined by 
P=O iff ~(P)=O (29) 
and "co-weak" identities, written =,  defined hy 
P~-0 iff £*(P)=0. (30) 
Then it is obvious that 
vie,~O, anyi ,  j~n  (31) 
and 
vi~e~i~O, any i, j ~ n. (32) 
There are also, the following computationally useful identities: 
v/~=0, euea,=O, t'~ 2 0, * * = eljelk = 0 (33) 
for any subscripts i, j and k. 
4. Theorems 
Theorem 1. The formal sum (1/m !)X'"(n; n) generates the number of m-fgrests in 
the graph G. 
Proof.  Split X"' into vX " - t -  ex" -~ and compute  separately. First, Ly def init ion 
of U, 
! vX ..... t (n :n)  1 ~, X"-l(n;n-{i}). (34) 
(m- l ) !  (m l ) ! i=~ 
By the commutat ion,  ant i -commutat ion and weak identit ies of the last section, the 
mult inomial  expansion of X ( ' ' ' "  leads to the 'weak' equality: 
1 
(m .- 1)! X'" * (n ;  n - -{ i} )  
X, X' 
r=O r l .  ~'~<~'<'.~ i2, ~<G,  h<:  ' " "'~:i,. , 
a,..  • • • a i~. .~e,~ • • • ei=..,=.q. •• • v i . . . . .  (n; n -{ i} )  (35) 
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where the primed sum runs from 1 to n with the value i omitted. A l l  ik 
(k = 1 . . . . .  2r) and j, (t -- 1 . . . . .  m - r -  1) are distinct. Hence under she generat- 
ing map, we have 
t~,,,-~,:r 1 vxm , } "- l  (-1)' ,,~,2"'" : f Y Z' 
i=0  r=0 " " " i t  ¢ : ' "  "< J~- , - t  
ai,t2" " • ai~,,t~M(i, l . . . . .  i2r, Jl . . . . .  • . . . .  1) 
= nT (") (36) 
where T ('~ is the number of m-forests in the graph. The last step follows from 
Theorem II  of Reference [2] where a map /~ is used in,stead of the map ~ used 
here. The numerical factor n in front of T ("~ is the result of summation over i. 
Next, we compute: 
1 ex~_~(n;n)=~<iehi~ n 1 -- 1)! X~-~(n-{i' j}; n). (37) (m-l)!  
A computation similar to (35) and (36) leads to 
{~ x~-'(n-{i, j}; n) } 
,~-,  ( _ : ) r  ,, . .  ~"  
= Y. - __  Y. • a t , t ; " "  a .  ,,, M(S)  (38)  
r=0 r !  t l< i  z J l  < .  • .< i ra . - , -1  -" " 
with S--{i,],il . . . . .  i2, jl . . . . .  J,,-,-l}. The double primed sums run through 
values frown 1 to n but with i and j omitted. All i k (k=l  . . . . .  2r) and ], 
(t = 1 . . . . .  m - r -  1) are distinct. By Theorem II  of reference [2], the right hand 
~ide of expression (38) is just the number of m-forests of the modified graph 
obtained from G by identifying the ith and jth vertice:~ (regardless of their 
adjacency). Hence, by inserting a multiplying factor a~j into (38) (since ~ is a 
linear map), the quantity 
~{ch,-(m l l ) ,  X~-'(n-{i, j}; n) } (39) 
gives the total number of those m-~orests of the origin graph G such that the edge 
(i,j) remains connected in each m-forest if a~i~O in G;  otherwise (39) has no 
contribution. When (39) is summed over i and j (i < j )  it yields (37) under the 
nmp ~. 
The numerical value of (39) depends on the pair (i, j). The number of times the 
same m-forest repeated, when (39) is summed over i, j (i <j ) ,  is just the number 
oli edges in an m-forest, i.e. (n -  m). Hence we see that 
f 1 ,,-1 / 
~ ~  ex (n, n)j = (n - m)T  ~"~. (40) 
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Combining (36) and (40), we get 
f 1 "(n, ~5]~ X n)} = mT (' ' '  (41) 
which proves the theorem. []  
Denote 
r,,. ) ~___l x'( ') ,  n) 
m ! 
and (42) 
v~ov,  e=-~oe,  X~ °.~:. 
Then (36), (40) and (41) can be written into 
vT  (" -'~ = nT (''), (44) 
eT<,,- t' = (n - m ) T ('"~, (45) 
XT ~ .... ' )= nf/~''), (46) 
which express the following facts: each m-forest has n vertices (i.e. 'spanning'), 
(n - m) edges and m connected components. (45) also confirms that e is justifiably 
called an 'edge' operator. 
Corollary. The number of m-forests, T ~'''~, in a graph, is given by 
( - I ) '  5" • T°" '= , . . , -~ . )  ~ " " Z Z 
r:.~O " i1"~'2 i2r I<:.i2, J~ ' "  "~Jm * 
a,m. • . a,., , i :M(i ,  . . . . .  i2,, il . . . . .  j,,,-,) (47) 
where rh = rain(m, n -m)  and the t,rher summation liimits run from 1 to n with 
inequality restrictions explicitly stated, i s  and j 's  are all distinct. 
Proof .  By a direct multinomial exr msion and (31) and (33), we find the weak 
relation 
l x . . . .  ;~- (-1)'  y .  
- -  - , . -y - . ,  , . . .  E E 
n l  ! • , :0  " i l '~ i2  i 2 ,  C<i2~ Jl "<" " "'<J,~ r 
a io : "  " %,  , i , , e i , i , "  " %. ,::.%, " " vi,,, .. (48) 
Then (47) fl)llows directly from (48) and Theorem 1; the upper limit rfi for r is 
obvious if one realizes that n has a partition 
n = {i, . . . . .  i2~} U {j, . . . . .  ],._,} U {k, . . . . .  k._,~_,} (49) 
which assumes m-  r~0or  n -m-r~0.  [] 
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Theorem 2 ('dual' to Theorem 1). The formal sum (1/m!)x*~'(O; ) co-generates 
the number of (n -  m)-forests in the graph G. 
lh'ooL By a direct multinomial expansion and ~he relations (32) and (33), we find 
the co-weak relation 
1 X*'-- ~ (-1)" ~, 
m--5 - - "  r' - - " "  E E r=O " i1<i2  i2,-I~::i2r Jl . . . . .  im-~ 
t . t . . .v .*  (50), ai~i 2 " " • o~2,_d~ei~i2 • • ei,, .,i~,v~ ~,_, 
where i's and f s  are all distinct. The sammation limits are lhe same as those of 
(47). Under the co-generating map ~j*, we get 
tj,(_}__l X,,.(~j;¢))= ~ (-1)" ~, . 
\m ! " i2 , - l< i2r  k l< ' '  "~':k ......... 
a~,i:" • • a~z,i:._,M(i~ . . . . .  i2, kl . . . . .  k,-m-r) (51) 
which is the number of (n -m)- forests  in the graph G, by Jthe Corollary to 
Theorem 1. []  
Similar to (42) and (43), one can introduce 
T,~,,_m~_=l x~(0; ¢) 
m! 
with 
(5,2) 
v*-~* ov*, e*-~*oe*, X*-=~* ox*. (53) 
Then, similar to (44), (45) and (46), we have 
o*T  t0 t -m+t)  = nT ~'-''~, (54) 
etTt~ . . . .  ,7 = (n - m)T  ~"-m), (55) 
x ,T~ . . . .  +t~= mT~,-,,~. (56) 
A comparison between Theorems 1 and 2 shows ~thc striking duality between 
the theorems: X* versus X, (O; ¢) versus (n; n), T ~ . . . .  ) versus T ~"'~ and ~5' versus 
(i.e. 'co-generating' against 'generating'). 
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